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VELMENNI

VELMENNI’S ORIGIN
What struck Deepak as a topic of research in the summer of 2011 is today a reality. Velmenni, having developed Li-Fi, has become one of the world’s most valued
organization that deal in optical wireless data transmission. Founded in 2012, Velmenni has become the first venture to explore the universe of light communications

technology in India. With its prime product being Li-Fi, Velmenni has disrupted the world of data communication.

Deepak Solanki
Deepak always had a keen eye for science-bound discoveries & inventions. Choosing electronic engineering as a lifelong

pursuit, Deepak then defined his core to be aggressive & impactful R&D. He has participated in various projects from
academic institutions like IIIT - Hyderabad & Sine IIT - Bombay while alongside publishing multiple research reports on
mobile robotics. Recently he remedied one of the biggest Road Traffic Control issues in Delhi NCR, India. Today, he's
conquering the ever-evolving start-up culture while constructing Li-Fi & disclosing its application in exciting new verticals
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THE

SOLUTION
Light Communication
Light Communication, is a full duplex communication network
enabling transmittal of data utilising light spectrum. The potency
of bidirectional Light Communication allows us to build an ideal
medium, independent of congested radio frequencies and

interference from electromagnetic waves, thus, resulting in faster
data transfer.
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SPECTRUM
Providing 1000 times more unlicensed spectrum than traditional
wireless communication.

SPEED
Offering up-to 10x times faster speed than the existing wireless
technologies, OWC opens up a revolutionary platform where the
terminology of Lightning Speed is now a reality.

OWC
FEATURES

SAFETY
With non-reactive media like light, safety of the environment is
rest assured as it has no characteristics as that of Electromagnetic
radiation, radio wave which creates electronic interference issues
and diverse effects on human health too in long run.

SECURITY
“Light cannot trespass through the physical environment,

enabling secure data passage.”
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THE

PROBLEM

Data is the new currency impacting everybody’s lives. As the
modern world receives & sends millions of Terabytes of data every
day, the present day wireless data communication technologies
comprising of Wi-Fi & 4G-LTE is on the verge of becoming partially
inept for information exchange as they suffer from spectrum
congestion in both controlled and uncontrolled environments.
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OPPORTUNITY

KEY CHALLENGES
Global Internet traffic is projected to grow 24% annually. Fiber-optic cable can support this growth in demand, but rolling out an extensive fiber network often means deployment
complications. Planning and digging trenches to lay lines can be time-consuming and costly, and tough terrain can pose physical challenges that make expansion nearly impossible.

OWC could be the potential technology to cater this demand and solve the following challenges.

Capacity

Cost

Ease of Deployment

The backhaul capacity must not constrain the small cell capacity.

Backhaul contributes to a significant portion of the overall small

From an implementation perspective, small cell backhaul at

Thus, the backhaul capacity should be able to support the busy

cell cost and thus, backhaul cost reduction becomes a priority.

street levels is more challenging and expensive than providing

hour traffic and have enough margin to cover its future growth.

For wireless backhaul cost, the main contributors are; cell site

microcell backhauling at rooftops or GBTs (Ground based

In wireless backhaul, the available bandwidth, share of radio

router, power connection per site, installation cost, Frequency

Towers). This is because, it is difficult to reach street levels using

resources and modulation scheme impact the backhaul capacity.

engineering and maintenance and management costs per link.

inexpensive LOS links.

.
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TECHNOLOGY

ALTERNATIVES
We have listed down current available wireless technologies trade-offs, their advantages and limitations.

Frequency band

Trade-offs

Sub-6 GHz

Spectrum limitations resulting in lower capacities, interference sensitive, lack of carrier grade, higher cost for
licensed spectrum

Microwave

Higher Spectrum cost, Larger antenna size for small cell, lower capacities, LOS essentially required

(6 – 56 GHz)
V-band

Very short links, narrow beam width, atmospheric and oxygen attenuation

(57-66 GHz)
E-band

Less oxygen attenuation but highly prone to rain fade, Very short links, narrow beam width

(70-80 GHz)
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OUR

PRODUCTS

Li-Fi Dongle & Access Point (Integrated with LED Light)
Currently we have designed High end prototypes of Li-Fi Access Points,
Dongle and Outdoor Mesh Links. Currently all are devices based on FPGA.
We have continuous efforts directed towards miniaturization of our
product and current design is presented here. Currently we have achieved
400Mbps throughput per access point (per light source).

Li-Fi Outdoor Mesh Links
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Optical Wireless Communication

Our Products – A Snapshot
OUTDOOR - High Speed Backhaul Solution “ Li-Fi Mesh Links”
•

Point to Multi Point Connectivity of 50-200 Meters. Throughput of 1 Gbps for distance up-to 2-5 KMs Mesh Backhaul is achievable, currently offering
400 Mbps throughput.

•

BER Performance < 10-8

•

Topologies Supported – Daisy Chain, Ring, Mesh

•

Power Consumption: Active Mode: 2-4 Watts

•

LED Wavelength (780nm to 1500nm)

•

Modulation Supported: OOK, VPPM, O-OFDM

INDOOR – WLAN Connectivity Solution “ Li-Fi Access Points & Li-Fi Dongle”
•

LED light to User connectivity of 400 Mbps throughput & also a parallel optical channel to connect other lights delivering true wireless Li-Fi.

•

High speed bidirectional communication in Office, Residential and Medical Environments.

•

We have worked upon MAC layer using that we can support multiple user access under a single light source and also supports handover between different
light source.
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TARGETED APPLICATION – OUR FOCUS

OUTDOOR SCENARIO

Backhaul and Last Mile Connectivity
LED lights on streets can communicate with each other to create small backhaul networks transferring data. Lights can be used to transmit high speed data too on streets/hotel exteriors
leading to immense IoT applications as well direct broadband access through Li-Fi dongles. It works even during day time when lights are dimmed.
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TARGETED APPLICATION – OUR FOCUS

BACKHAUL AND LAST MILE CONNECTIVITY
LC can enable street level deployment of fibre wirelessly. It can solve the challenges for last mile connectivity to home, businesses, stadiums, event places etc. The current city
infrastructure such as street poles, light poles, buildings etc. can be utilise for easy and fast deployment.

Network Architecture
(Point to Multipoint)
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TARGETED APPLICATION – OUR FOCUS

LAST MILE CONNECTIVITY
Li-Fi Mesh Nodes supports auto-rerouting which means if any optical channel / path have interferences or not working due to obstacles ot other constraints then our system reroute
itself to create a new path to send data to end point (Client Node or other Distribution Node).

Auto Rerouting
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WHY Light Communication?

CORE BENEFITS
The world today stands on the threshold of a paradigm shift in terms of wireless communication capabilities. Spectral efficiency of RF wireless technologies is an inherent
characteristic which cannot be improved and the same can only be optimized by proper planning & utilization of telecom infrastructure. Light Communication brings a new
possibilities for wireless infrastructure planning with following benefits.

Unlicensed & Unlimited
Spectrum

Low Cost

Faster Time to Market

Ubiquitous Coverage

Utilising 780 Thz, unlicensed light

When combined with fibre, Li-Fi

It is faster to deploy as compared to

It can extend fiber wirelessly

spectrum, enabling multi-gig fibre

offers a low-cost solution for

any wired infrastructure. It doesn’t

throughout a city and uniformly

like-speed wirelessly.

fixed infrastructure.

require ROW permissions which

deliver Gbps speeds in difficult-

makes is easier to deploy.

to-reach neighborhoods.
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OTHER TARGETED

USE CASES
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INDOOR – ENTERPRIZE WLAN CONNECTIVITY
Li-Fi Access Point integrated with Office
LED light source with backhaul
connectivity with Ethernet cable creates a
Li-Fi Network which is secure and offers

extremely high speed to each user
without any interference & congestion
issues.

Light illuminated from LEDs contains data
packets which are received &
demodulated by Optical receptor on Li-Fi
dongle with both downlink & uplink
capabilities resulting in streaming
communication with user’s smart device.
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AVIATION – WIRELESS IFE and CONNECTIVITY
We have customised our Li-Fi solution to create a
wireless in-flight entertainment system inside aircraft
cabin. We are able to stream Full HD (1080p) video to
multiple users. The System Architecture presented
here reduces cables and harnesses used for seatback
IFE. It will eventually reduce up-to 700-800 kG of the
weight

of

MULTI-AISLE

aircraft

and

reduce

maintenance cost.
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GO TO MARKET STRATEGY

KEY ECOSYSTEM ENABLERS

The key ecosystem enabler are technology vendor, system integrator and
LC Technology
Vendor & OEM

System
Integrator

network infrastructure provider.

End Customer - Telecom Operators / MSI / ISP Providers

Network Infrastructure
Provider

Go-to Market
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GO TO MARKET STRATEGY

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
The world is moving towards creating standard for Li-Fi. There are 3 major initiative for Li-Fi Global
standardization. We are actively involved with other eco-system players to create standard for Li-Fi.

•

LCA’s objective to differentiate different types of Light Communication technology and create an
eco-system for mass scale adoption of Light Communication. The major collaborators includes,
PureLiFi, Velmenni, Orange, Nokia, Zero.1, du.

•

IEEE 802.11bb is other body which is working on creating a standard for Li-Fi technology. It is an
extension of current Wi-Fi standard which will eventually help in scaling up Li-Fi to consumer level.

•

There are certain initiative with ITU as well to create specific standard for light communication for
Telecom (5G) use cases.
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Thank You
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